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1.0  INTRODUCTION
1.1   The Role of AIC Boarding

AIC Boarding exists to provide quality care and support for students enrolled at AIC. The boarding
facilities support the AIC mission to provide students with opportunities for high academic
achievement and a place in the global community as valuable, contributing, responsible members.

This handbook outlines the regulations which operate at AIC Boarding House. Daily routines, student
responsibility and the discipline plan are all clear and are designed to support the above mission.

(NB: For a quick snapshot or summary of its overall organisation see Appendix A at the back of this
booklet)

AIC boarding facilities provide a safe and secure environment where all students are welcomed and
encouraged to reach their highest potential. We pride ourselves on being an inclusive environment in
behaviour and language.

1.2   Who lives in AIC Boarding?
Year 10, 11, 12 and 13:

Students attending Auckland International College not residing with parents are required to reside in
the AIC boarding facilities for the duration of their enrolment.
In the event that a student in any year group is expelled from the AIC Boarding House, and or not
successful in a homestay situation then he/she will be required to leave the college unless he or she
resides with a parent in Auckland.

Year 10, 11, 12 and 13:
May opt for homestay organized through AIC homestay co-ordinator with one term’s notice.

1.3 Boarding handbook
This handbook should prepare students for life in AIC boarding. It should be kept and referred to often
as students settle in. Any changes to the handbook will be identified clearly to students at Weekly
Boarding meetings and on notice boards within the boarding facilities. Students should read this and
understand the following:
▪ the structure of AIC Boarding;
▪ what the rules and regulations are;
▪ how the discipline system is implemented and the privileges that can be
earned;
▪ what the daily routines and weekly routines are;
▪ how to stay safe;
▪ what is expected from students for housekeeping;
▪ the AIC Boarding ‘House’ System; and
▪ several ways to communicate with home.

1.4 Facilities and Services
The following are available to AIC boarding residents during the term:
▪ Dining Hall with three meals each day (Asian influence)
▪ Access to student food preparation areas and hot drinks facilities
▪ Basketball area
▪ Common room areas with Sky television
▪ Recreation room with pool tables, table tennis, piano,
▪ A phone for local calls
▪ Trips organised for student groups at a reasonable cost
▪ Building security of a high standard
▪ Supervision, twenty-four hour seven days a week including overnight
▪ Boarding staff living on site
▪ Supervised study time
▪ Access to a colour printer
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1.5 The Ethos of AIC Boarding

The ethos, or spirit and aspirations, of the AIC Boarding community is to provide a safe, comfortable,
stimulating place of residence that fully reflects the same ethos as the School’s, namely:

Mission Statement
To be New Zealand’s global pathway school through outstanding academic achievement and offers of
place from the world’s leading universities.

Overall Aims
● To provide students, regardless of their cultural and linguistic backgrounds, with opportunities for

high academic achievement.
● To encourage and prepare students to apply to universities and especially to the world’s top

universities for those capable of achieving this goal.
● To enable students to be valuable and contributing members of the global community.
● To equip students to be lifelong learners.
● To be the preferred education provider for both international and New Zealand students.

Objectives

● To provide the internationally recognised IB Diploma qualifications.
● To develop well rounded (academic ability, personal qualities) students who become independent

and socially responsible as defined in the AIC credo.
● To attract and retain skilled, qualified staff.
● To attract students who aim high and who wish to succeed.
● To actively participate in the local and international community (business, educational, cultural,

other).
● To continuously review AIC's operations.

(N.B: AIC’s more specific aims and objectives are published as policies by AIC Council, the body responsible
for the governance of AIC. These are regularly reviewed and copies are available on request at AIC Library
for students or parents. A full listing of policies can be found in Appendix B at the back of this book).

2.0 IMPORTANT GENERAL INFORMATION
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2.1 What to Bring
Storage
As mentioned earlier, there is demand for storage at AIC Boarding House, so students have
to pack carefully. Some things that are not provided can be bought easily and
inexpensively on arrival in New Zealand and can be a fun way to learn about Auckland.

What is supplied by AIC Boarding for each student?
● Bed Base and Mattress
● Fresh linen every week –  one sheet and a pillow case & fresh duvet cover termly
● Linen packs are given upon arrival and include:  mattress protector, duvet inner, duvet cover, sheet,

pillow and pillow case, bathmat.
● On cold nights’ extra blankets are available. Please ask at reception.

What is supplied by AIC Boarding for each room

● Rubbish bin
● Oil heater / Seasonal
● Fan / Seasonal
● Desk
● Desk Lamp
● Plastic Drawers (up to two sets per student)
● Hangers
● Laundry Basket
● Bathroom cleaning supplies
● Fresh bathmat each week
● Sanitary Bins for female rooms

What students will need to bring or buy?
● Cutlery/chop sticks/own bowl for noodles
● Towels for drying after shower
● Face cloths and handtowels
● Personal medications (to be handed in to office with English translations prior to arrival
● Toiletries – shampoo, conditioner, body wash, deodorant, toothbrush, toothpaste, sanitary products,

and sunscreen
● Glasses/contact lens and solution
● Personal headphones
● Changes of clothes and enough underwear and socks for between washes
● Warm clothes that can be layered – Auckland weather is changeable and can be

very hot, very cold and wet all in one day.
● Special Occasions require a smart set of clothing.
● Laundry detergent – for front loader machines
● Rain coat and/umbrella for the wet weather walks to classes
● Alarm Clock – or cell phone
● Laptop
● International / NZ adaptor
● Multi-plugs/extension cords, NZ standard
● Multi plugs must be purchased in NZ.

DO NOT BRING: any foreign multi boxes they are not allowed – Read page 13!
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2.2 Orientation
Stay connected to family and friends and be brave about talking to new people – everyone remembers their first
day at AIC and how it feels.

Settling in and Problem Solving
First thing to do after all new students arrive is to contact home and let your family know that you have arrived
safely.

AIC Boarding House runs an orientation programme for all new students.

There is a checklist to complete on arrival and because we know that it can be
overwhelming in the first 24 hours, after two weeks boarding staff will check
students' understanding of this checklist.  An orientation intake survey will follow.

People to ask for help/talk to: -
❖ Senior students – as they are genuinely knowledgeable.
❖ House Captains, Ambassadors/Peer Support Leaders– it is part of the job description to be active in
orientation.
❖ All returning students – have valuable knowledge and are used to change.
❖ AIC staff – that’s what we are here for!

Students can experience difficulties in settling into anywhere new. It is good to talk to family and friends from
home early, but it is just as important to start to meet the new people around you too. Get involved with AIC
Boarding and College activities, put on a smile and say “Hi”!

Coming to dinner for the first few times can be difficult if you are not confident about your English, or don’t
know what to say.  Think about a few questions you might like to ask and join in despite being nervous!

Ongoing Problems
If you experience any of the following please talk with a trusted adult, peer mentor/house leader,
manager/supervisor, dean, teacher or AIC counsellor as soon as possible:
▪ Stress and tension
▪ Sleep problems – out of normal pattern
▪ Tiredness
▪ Loss of appetite
▪ Loss of motivation/interest
▪ Concentration difficulties
▪ Muscle aches, headaches, nausea, dizziness
▪ Fears
▪ Changes in friendship/relationship
▪ Worrying thoughts
▪ Study problems
▪ Depression
▪ Bullying

There are staff at AIC who are here to help – please talk about these things early. AIC employs a counsellor who
is able to be contacted confidentially and is available for all students. We encourage all students to build a
relationship with this person early after arrival – the details are in your school diary.
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EXTERNAL AGENCIES FOR SUPPORT AND GUIDANCE

2.3 Emergency Contacts and Communication
All students must carry their AIC Emergency Contact Card and Student ID card
with them at ALL TIMES.

Local: There is a phone available outside the recreation room which students can use to
make free landline calls to numbers within Auckland. Students may use the office phone for
emergencies.

International: Students will need to purchase their own prepaid phone card or contact the phone operator for a
reverse charge call. Students are not permitted to telephone overseas at AIC’s expense.

PARENT CONTACT

AIC Boarding House
Parents can call the AIC Boarding House at: +64 9 303 1609 or +6421-813-653. This will connect to the duty
supervisor who will find your son/daughter as quickly as possible to take the call.
The emergency phone line is +64-9-820-7401 if you unable to get through on the main phone line.

IF YOU NEED ASSISTANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING PLEASE SEE THE SUPERVISOR WHO IS ON DUTY:

● Police
● Harassment/bullying
● Medical Services
● Counselling Services and Crisis Management
● Dental Care
● Legal and Other Advisory Services
● Government Agencies

Emergency (Fire, Police, Ambulance) 111

Directory Assistance:
National Calls: 018
International Calls: 0172

Students should not make or receive telephone calls during study or after 10:45pm (New Zealand time);
however, the Administration Team can make personal exceptions on request.

Address:
All students love to receive ‘real’ letters and parcels. These can be mailed to:

Courier:
Student Name
Room No.
AIC Boarding House
65 Swanson Road
Henderson
Auckland - 0610

Chapter 10a: AIC Boarding Student Handbook: 2021 – 2022 © Auckland International College 2021
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3.0 AIC BOARDING’S ROUTINES
Routines are part of all large families. All the routines are designed with health & safety in mind and
co-operation with and the following of routines is essential for the smooth running of boarding and health and
happiness of all. If you want to know why we have a particular regulation, please ask a boarding administration
team member.
3.1 Daily Routines
Bus Routine

1. Each student is allocated to a bus list.
2. Each morning, students will check off their name with a House Leader at the main side entrance prior to

taking the bus.
3. When returning to the boarding house after school, the student will take the boarding bus.

If a student is late for/misses their allocated bus they will need to make their own way to school via taxi or public
transport, at their own expense.
Mondays 7am to Fridays 6.30pm

6.30am Wake up, Shower; Open blinds and curtains,  Switch off heaters and lights before leaving
7:00am –
8:15am

Breakfast
Make own lunches on Friday – bread, filling & fruit provided.

7:35am

7.40am - 7.45am
7.40am

Make beds, tidy rooms before leaving for school – check power appliances off, ie. heater,
lights; taps off; curtains/windows open, etc.
7.40am 7.35am Begin to line up and get name checked for the bus – 7.45am 7.40am Bus
departs.

All students must leave boarding by the time the buses depart.  No student may come
back to the AIC Boarding House during the school day until 4.00pm (excluding Year
13’s) without permission from the boarding administration team and their Dean at

school.
If students are unwell, those students will rest in an AIC recovery room area and may

be required to see a doctor.
4.30pm - 4:45pm Students arrive - Time will be slightly different depending on the traffic situation.
6:30pm- 7:15pm Students must return to boarding by 6.30pm - Dinner

Dinner is served between 6:30pm and 7.15 pm.
Casual clothes should be worn to dinner (not uniform).
Seconds are not available until after 7.00pm.
This is a social time.  Some year groups may have allocated seating.
No laptops, cell phones, books or music players are to be used during dinner.

7:15pm -7:30pm Preparing for study.
Students to be settled into allocated areas before 7.30pm with all books, drinks and
equipment needed.

7:30pm -10:00pm Study Time, Attendance checklists completed
From 8.30pm with permission from a teacher small groups may work together as required
outside the study room.
Students work according to their allocated study colour status
No returning to rooms for forgotten items without approval from duty supervisors
General Study Regulations:
● Cell phones are a distraction, leave them behind or hand them in.
● Laptops should be facing a direction that is visible to supervisors if requested and

only used for educational purposes.
● Supervisors have the discretion to query if students are ‘on task’ or not.
● Silence is mandatory – allowing others to concentrate.
● No ordering of food during study time.
● No cooking during study time and preparing food
● Leave the study area tidy when you leave.

10:00pm – 10:50pm ● Supper/shower/free time.
10:50pm All Year 11 and 12 students go to their rooms and prepare for bed.
11:00pm-

11:30pm

ALL STUDENT ROOM CHECK: All Year 11 and 12 students in bed with all lights (including
lamps), laptops, phones off, no leaving bedrooms NO later than 11.00pm.
Supervisors confirm that all students are present and in their own bedrooms.
.

11:30pm All Year 13 students to go up to prepare for bed & room check.
No leaving rooms after room check.
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12 midnight Year 13 student’s lights out, no leaving bedrooms, NO later than 12.00pm.

Friday Evenings
5.00 – 6.00pm Return from school and personal time
6:30 - 9:30pm Late Out’s - Student outings with permission.
6:30pm Curfew

All students to be back at the Boarding House before 6.30pm unless a late card has been
requested.
Students must sign in upon return to let staff know they are back.

6:30pm-
7:15pm

Dinner & Name Check.

9:30pm Late-Out Curfew
ALL late-out approved students to be back at the AIC Boarding House.

6:30pm –
11:30pm

Student free time, optional study.
Supervisors will have checked off ALL students between 6:30pm and 9.30pm.

11:30pm-
midnight

ALL STUDENT ROOM CHECK
Students move to their own rooms and prepare for bed.
Supervisors confirm that all students are present and in their own bedrooms.

12 midnight All students lights out, in own rooms.  No leaving bedrooms.

Weekends
7:30am –
10:30am

Late breakfast

7.30am-
1.30pm

ALL STUDENT NAME CHECK prior to 1:30pm
ALL students to see supervisor at breakfast/or lunch to get their name checked; be polite, & greet
the supervisor

8:30am –
6:30pm

Student outings/Shopping/Free Time
Each student must sign out themselves before leaving and sign in upon return.
Sign Out procedure must be accurate, legible and easy to follow up; this is the responsibility of
each individual student.

12.30pm –
1:30pm

Lunch

1.30pm –
6.30pm

Free time/ Room Cleaning

6:30pm
4.00pm

Curfew – for Sundays only.  All students to be back at the AIC Boarding House before 6.30pm.
4.00pm – 6.00pm for cleaning.

6:30pm-
7:15pm

Dinner & Name Check.

7.30pm –
10.00pm

Study time (Sunday).
Room Cleaning check.

9:30pm Curfew- for Saturdays only. ALL Late Out Approved students to be back at the AIC Boarding House.

11:30pm-
midnight

ALL STUDENT ROOM TIDY, SHEET CHANGE CHECK (SUNDAY)
Students move to their own rooms and prepare for bed.
Supervisors confirm that all students are present and in their own bedrooms.

12 midnight All students lights out, in own rooms.  No leaving bedrooms.

******** Holiday Routine is the same as Weekend Routine********
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3.2 Meals
Meals are provided for breakfast, lunch and dinner by our catering company. AIC can cater for special dietary
needs including allergies and religious needs.  You will need to communicate this clearly to the Administration
Team.

Three meals a day are provided for AIC boarding students. These include a combination of European and Asian
food, with a variety of dishes included in the menu. AIC endeavours to provide students with:

Special Dietary Needs
Students can request vegetarian or pork-free meals prior to the start of each term. Allergies should also be
made known to the AIC staff. Such requests should be made known to AIC during the enrolment process as early
as possible.

Breakfast Menu
Toast Fresh Fruit Yoghurt Jam
Butter Honey Peanut butter Marmite
Milk Milo Coffee Tea
Sugar Soups Porridge Boiled eggs
Minimum of three cereals A variety of breads for toast
Additional: Soups, Porridge and boiled eggs.

Lunch Menu
▪ Monday to Thursday lunches are made by our catering company, packed and delivered

daily to school where House Captains will distribute to the students at lunchtime.
▪ On Friday, during school days, students are required to make their own

lunch from a selection of breads, spread, salad fillings,
▪ Packed lunch day may change from time to time as all day school trips occur.

Dinner Menu
Our full menu is available on notice boards for students to see each week.
Menu is emailed to students on weekly basis

Twice a week
Soups and desserts 2 a week.
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Dinner Routines
The routines around dinner are designed to encourage students to socialise outside their first language groups
and increase the use of English at this time.  The routine also ensures that a full roll check can be completed.

Meal Name Checks
12.30pm -1:30pm (Sat/Sun) and 6:30pm -7:00 pm (dinner) students should present themselves to the supervisor
for name check and then join the queue.
Second servings of dinner will not be served until after 7:00pm.

General Information:
▪ Dress code:  At breakfast students should be dressed in full uniform.
▪ Supervisors will mark off students who have signed out to CAS activities prior to

6.30pm.
▪ Study books, school books and other equipment may not be stored dining room tables.
▪ Trays are to be used at all times and tables are to be wiped down after eating if a mess is made.
▪ Dishes and uneaten food/rubbish are to be placed in the kitchen area as shown.
▪ If a student is not on site for dinner or lunch due to CAS or extracurricular activities, they may request a

saved meal at reception.

Use of Microwave
▪ No cans/tins/metal/foil of any kind to be placed in microwaves.
▪ When heating food in the microwave please do not leave unattended.
▪ Clean the microwave for the next person.
▪ Clean up any spillages for the next person.
▪ Please ask a staff member if you are unsure what to cook/use in a microwave.
▪ No cooking during meal times
▪ All ingredients/cooking utensils clearly labelled and stored in large adjoining storage room
▪ Safe practice while cooking
▪ Cleaning up thoroughly after using area

English is the language that is used by all staff and students in the dining room.
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3.3 Weekly Routine

Weekly Routine

Monday

4:45 pm

All students alight the bus and attend a full student meeting weekly.
Attendance is compulsory No Late Out Friday & Saturday for non-attendance
No food to be eaten, no laptops, cell phones, books or music players are to be used during
meeting. No ear phones allowed.

Wednesday
7.30 pm

Room tidiness inspection.
Bins emptied.

Sundays All rooms checked for cleanliness and tidiness, including bathrooms.
All bedrooms to be completed for inspection by 7.30pm 6.00pm Sunday.
Bedroom duty person to be present for inspection.

Linen Dirty sheets, pillow cases and bathmats to be changed each week, Saturday/Sunday and put in
the laundry basket in corridors for laundering.
The Supervisors will provide new linen weekly.
Duvet covers to be changed at student preference/termly.

Monday Meetings
These meetings are very important and all students of all year levels must attend

Only the admin team may excuse a student and this will only be granted in extreme circumstances.

Monday meetings are the only time the whole AIC Boarding Community meets together. They are essential for
communication to be clear and for expectations of students to be understood. No meetings on holidays.

Outings
Students are encouraged to plan activities and take leave from the AIC boarding facilities during the weekends
to create balance to the hard work and strict study during the week. Variety in activities is encouraged, and
supervisors are happy to assist in planning and sometimes transport.

There are forms to be completed for weekend leave. Please see the student drive for access to these forms.

AIC boarding students pay, at the start of each academic year, a ‘boarding activity fee’. This fee will be used for
special activities (e.g. trips away), and boarding amenities, and is non-refundable. All boarders are expected to
participate in activities organised by the boarding house. The only exception will be for compassionate reasons.
Refunds will not be made under any circumstances (this includes the student opting out of any activities).

4.0 RULES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
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It must be clearly understood by all members of AIC boarding facilities that these rules are put in place for all
students to abide by, in the interests of health and safety for everybody.
The defining understanding of AIC Boarding is that all residents (staff and students):

1. Are respectful and inclusive of other people at all times.
2. Take care to keep other residents and our environment safe.
3. Take responsibility seriously for personal belongings and personal safety.

4.1 General Principles
Alcohol
It is illegal for a person under 18 to purchase alcoholic drinks, or supply alcoholic drinks to persons under 18
years. Strict penalties are imposed by the New Zealand Police and AIC boarding facilities support this. AIC rules
apply regardless of age. Any student considered under the influence of alcohol or in possession of alcohol may be

breath tested by an instrument owned by AIC Boarding.

Please note: We do not want underage students exposed to alcohol in their environment and
because over-18 students are expected to be role models for the younger boarding residents, any
over-18 students showing effects of alcohol may be breath tested. If the test is positive, then
he/she can expect to be disciplined.

Bedrooms
Only students who have been assigned to live in a room may be in there at the supervisor’s discretion. This rule
is to protect the privacy and personal space of all students.

● Respecting Roommates: maintain a quiet environment; use headphones with devices; lights out on time;
keep visiting times to a minimum; maintain a tidy room; complete weekly room chores.

● No day students or outsiders in the bedrooms or corridors. They must stay in common areas only.

Boarding House Property
Students must take care with all property at the Boarding House. If any chattels, furniture or building structures
require maintenance, especially broken doors/keys, showers, leaks, please contract supervisors on duty
immediately. If a student damages an item or part of the building (intentionally or otherwise) through careless
behaviour or inappropriate usage, he/she will be responsible for all repair and replacement costs. We assess
each case individually, and any damage could result in a charge to all the students shared in the same room if the
damage was deliberate.

Bullying
Bullying covers a range of behaviours that are designed to intimidate and isolate others. AIC has
a zero tolerance stance for any physical, emotional, verbal, cyber bullying towards another
student or staff member. Bullying behaviour will be taken very seriously and students behaving
this way will be dealt with under AIC Boarding Disciplinary Processes as outlined earlier in this
handbook.

Confiscation
AIC staff reserve the right to confiscate items that are not conducive to the safety, health or maintaining of
regulations in the AIC Boarding House. These items include but are not limited to: laptops; mobile phones;
modems; cooking items. Most confiscations will be for no more than 24 hours, however electric cooking
equipment found in rooms will be confiscated for the duration of students stay at boarding.

So that students are clear on the confiscation system these are some examples of when a confiscation may
occur:
● Late and loud phone conversations/laptop use.
● Gaming during study time/during week days in rooms after lights out
● Using electrical cooking appliances in rooms.
● Persistent uncooperative, disrespectful behaviour /non-compliance.
● Other deceitful actions.
Drugs (any substance taken to deliberately alter a physical or emotional state)
Chapter 10a: AIC Boarding Student Handbook: 2021 - 2022 13
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Any student found to be in possession of, using, or under the influence of illegal drugs will be expelled from AIC
boarding immediately and the police will be informed. Vaping is an illegal drug – any student found vaping face
serious consequences.

Foreign multi boxes
Foreign multi boxes for multiple power usage such as the one pictured below are not permitted at the AIC
boarding house. These pose a serious fire hazard and will be removed immediately if found on site. Students
are able to purchase a New Zealand approved multi box at the local supermarket or electronic shop for around
$10 - $15 NZD.

Gating
Gating is for serious or persistent disrespect of AIC rules and regulations. If you are gated you may not leave the
AIC Boarding House except to attend school, a CAS activity or church if this is shown to be a regular attendance.
Gating are usually for a set date but may be extended if there are persistent issues with attendance and
accountability.

So that students are clear on the gating system these are some examples of when a gating may be issued.
● You do not use inclusive language/behaviour.
● Use of inappropriate language.
● Late back for 6.30pm curfew, late out/overnight approval.
● Excessive Detentions.
● Persistent un cooperative, disrespectful behaviour/non-compliance.
● Non completion of weekly room check.
● Chronic lateness to study.

Language
English is the official language of the AIC community and of the AIC Boarding House. In all public areas students
are requested to speak English at all times. The staff members will be encouraging this as well as leading by
example.

The AIC Boarding House uses the term ‘Inclusion’ and expects behaviour and language to reflect this.

Late Returning to AIC Boarding House
Students are held to high standards of accountability for their whereabouts. Students are not permitted to be
late back to the AIC Boarding House under any circumstances. All cell phones need to have NZ sims, fully
charged and with credit at all times.

Lights Out
After lights out all students must be in their own bed, in their own room. No students are permitted to stay in
another student’s room at any stage of the day or night. Sharing beds with room-mates is not permitted.
Supervisors can confiscate devices and Laptops during bed name check
This is listed as a major disciplinary offence.
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Relationships
Intimacy between couples of the same sex or the opposite sex is unacceptable anywhere
on the boarding house premises because it gives offence to others. AIC College is a
co-educational facility and boarding staff have the highest expectations of respect
between students.

Boys must not go onto into girls’ floors and corridors. Girls must not go onto boys’
corridors.
This is a major disciplinary offence

Sexual relationships are not permitted. They will be considered a serious breach of boarding regulations and
expulsion from the Boarding House is likely.

If you are found on a floor or a corridor of the opposite gender you will be given a written warning. If a student
is found in a room of a student of the opposite gender or is found to have broken this rule, you will receive a
written warning and depending on the circumstances may be expelled from AIC Boarding. If you invite a student
of the opposite gender to your room you will also be disciplined as above.

Smoking AIC boarding students are not allowed to smoke, possess cigarettes or vape. Students
found with cigarettes, lighters and/or matches or vaping equipment in boarding or within the
immediate vicinity can expect to be disciplined. Student rooms, belongings or pockets may be

searched if possession of cigarettes, vaping equipement is suspected. All Auckland International
College buildings, grounds and AIC Boarding House are smoke-free/vape-free environments.
Smoking/Vaping is not permitted in any AIC premises.

Stealing
If a student is found shoplifting, the shop manager will probably call the police and you will be charged through
the New Zealand Law. If a student is found to have stolen money or possessions from another student, the
student should expect to be disciplined. In both these instances the police will be notified and student will be
expelled from boarding and required to reside in Auckland with a parent.

Vehicles
Driving: AIC International students are not permitted to drive a vehicle in New Zealand at
any time while enrolled in the College.
Passenger: International students who wish to travel in a motor vehicle must ensure that the
driver has a full driver’s licensece and is entitled to drive passengers. The driver has to be
known to the Manager or senior staff member of the AIC Boarding House, provide a copy of
their driver’s licence, and be at least 25 years old.
Students not adhering to these regulations can expect to be disciplined.

Bicycles/Scooters
Students are not permitted to ride a bicycle outside of the boarding house as this poses a safety risk on busy
Auckland roads.

Please Note: Serious misconduct may result in acceleration of any of our disciplinary processes.

4.2 Health
“Prevention is the best medicine”
AIC Boarding House assists students in maintaining high standards of personal hygiene and cleanliness.

We also realise that the NZ health system and philosophy on sickness is different from many of the cultures that
our students come from.  We work hard to ensure that there is information and discussion on the differences.
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The staff at AIC Boarding House all have current First Aid Certificates. Medication is administered by boarding
staff with care and knowledge.  The current Manager is a registered nurse.

Sickness
Students who are too sick to attend classes are required to see a doctor at Whitecross and
may be required to stay in Boarding Sick Bay for monitoring until well.
▪ Students who are sick should first report to an admin team member or if he/she not
accessible, to the supervisor.  AIC staff will assist students with medical queries.
▪ If a student is absent from class due to sickness, it is his/her responsibility to inform
a boarding administration member or supervisor who will advise the Attendance Officer.
The student
will be required to produce a medical certificate upon returning to school.
▪ It will be considered a serious discipline issue for a student to sleep in, or stay in the boarding facilities
without notifying a member of the Boarding Staff.
▪ If a student becomes sick at school, he/she must follow school procedures for leave, and will be
transported by vehicle back to AIC Boarding House or escorted to an AIC recovery room area. They are not to
leave the College without the permission of their Dean.

Medication
All students must give medication to the admin team member who will store and administer the
medication in accordance with prescription details. Medication must be taken in front of staff.

Students must not take any medication without informing and seeking approval from the staff.
Students are NOT permitted to store medication in their rooms. Any medication in student’s bedrooms will be
confiscated and kept safely in the office and administered as above. Only medication disclosed in the AIC
enrolment form or updated by parents via email or fax to the Admin Team or prescribed by a doctor in New
Zealand is permitted for students.

Being Healthy = Best Academic Results
When living in a boarding environment there are several things that students have to do to look after
themselves.  This includes preventative measures to stay healthy and not miss classes like:
▪ Washing and drying hands to the 20 second rule.
▪ Wash for 20 seconds, dry for 20 seconds and keep germs away!
▪ Washing and drying hands several times and not just when going to the bathroom
▪ Taking multivitamins or flu immunisations if a student is prone to illness
▪ Eating three well balanced meals each and every day
▪ Eating lots of fruit and vegetables
▪ Sleeping, with a good regular routine.
▪ Wet or cooked food cannot be taken to bedrooms (ie: noodles, meals or takeaways).

4.3 Housekeeping
All staff and students take responsibility for the cleanliness and presentation of the AIC Boarding facilities.  We
believe that student rights are balanced with student responsibilities.
Bedrooms
Students are responsible for cleaning their own rooms. As students are sharing bedrooms with others it is
important that they co-operate with each other in keeping rooms clean and tidy. Students are expected to share
the work required and will be rostered on different duties. Duties are changed each term

Rooms and bathrooms are inspected twice a week. Students rooms will be checked for linen changed; bathroom
sinks, shower, mirror and toilet cleaned; surfaces dusted, cleaned and vacuumed. Scores below 13 Inadequate
cleaning will require immediate action and withdrawal of leave until the room has been inspected and checked
by the boarding staff and will incur a strike.
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Beds should be made every morning, curtains and windows opened for fresh air, electrical appliances turned off
(including heaters and lights). The Admin team or supervisors will make daily inspections of rooms while the
students are in classes.

Common Spaces
All students are expected to clean up after themselves after using common areas such as dining room,
kitchenette, kitchen area, recreation room, study room, outside (after using sports equipment). This includes
clearing away food preparation/eating mess, wiping dirty tables, putting rubbish in bins and putting sports
equipment away tidily.

Hallways are to be kept clean and tidy from rubbish at all times.

Laundry Use
All students are shown how to operate the washing machines,
dryers, and irons upon arrival. Please ask for assistance from staff at any
time when using these machines to ensure the best quality of use.
▪ Please wipe down the top of the dryer and clean the filter on the door after each use.
▪ Please respect other users and do not remove items from washing

machines driers
▪ Do not wash pillows or duvet inners.
▪ Do not put shoes in driers or washing machines.
▪ Do not dry clothes in your room.  Please use the drying racks in your laundry area.
▪ Please try to do a full-load where possible.
▪ Make sure your washing powder is for ‘front loader’ only.

Because AIC Boarding is aware of environmental issues we take great care in the efficient use of water and power
and this includes washing and drying options also. As such there are drying racks available to use inside the
laundry or take outside on a sunny day as alternative drying method.

Unclaimed laundry items will be collected on daily and given to charity if unclaimed after two weeks.

4.4 Hygiene and Personal Items
Breakages
All breakages should be reported immediately to the Duty Supervisor. All preventable damage will be charged to
the student responsible.

Hazards
It is important that you report any potential hazards to a boarding staff member for recording in the Hazard
register e.g. leaky fridge, electrical cords across bedroom floors. Hazard register is kept at reception for students.

Dress Code
Students should at all times dress tidily while in the AIC Boarding House; no skimpy or provocative clothing is
allowed e.g. short shorts, ripped jeans, torn t-shirts. Make-up is for the weekends only. Boys are to shave facial
hair.

Linen
Students are issued fresh linen (sheets, pillow-cases) and a bathmat weekly and a fresh duvet cover termly. It is
each student’s responsibility to make up their own bed and keep it tidy.

Luggage & Storage
▪ Due to the demand on storage space, students residing as AIC boarders are
permitted to only bring one (1) large suitcase and one (1) medium suitcase or similar.
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▪ To keep rooms, tidy and decluttered students are encouraged to pack away occasionally used items and store
them in our storage facilities.

Personal Hygiene
▪ All students are expected to shower at least once a day and maintain personal

hygiene.
▪ Clothes and towels should be washed at least weekly.
▪ Sheets and pillow-cases must be changed weekly.
▪ Duvet covers must be changed termly.
▪ Please wash hands regularly and use hand sanitiser provided throughout

boarding regularly.
▪ Clothes should not be left lying on your bedroom floor.

Privacy
Under no circumstances are male students to visit female rooms or corridors and vice versa.
Room Allocation
Students all live in a shared room (3 in a room). Only the Administration Team allocates students to rooms.
Students are allocated to rooms with others from a different culture wherever possible. In order to make friends
from many different cultures, roommates and room allocations are changed periodically – usually at the end of
each academic year (i.e. End of June).

At the end of each academic year, students can make special room requests. The admin team will do their best
to take all requests into consideration.

4.5 Keeping Safe and Security Issues
AIC takes all care to ensure that students are prepared for any emergency that may arise and has a high
expectation of personal responsibility. Students must not put themselves or others in danger in any way.

Staying Safe When Out and About
When out and about and on public transport keep all devices (phones, laptops, iPod) and wallets/purses hidden
from view i.e.: in front pockets/zipped pockets or bags/backpacks. Be aware of your surroundings. Look around,
walk with your head up and be alert. If you feel unsafe call the boarding numbers immediately and/or the police
on 111.  Try to go out in pairs or groups.

Fire and Other Safety Drills
Fire Drills are undertaken quarterly.
Important: in the event of an emergency always follow all the instructions given by
boarding staff quickly and quietly. House Leaders will be expected to take an active role in
safety procedures for the AIC Boarding House and are trained as Wardens. Taking
responsibility for the safety of others and the environment is important to AIC and we
recognise this service.
Fire:

● A fire warning signal is: Continuous Bell Evacuation Message
● Walk quickly and calmly to the nearest Fire Exit Door and meet with other students and staff on the

basketball courts next to the Assembly Area Sign. Designated grass area outside the building.

For fire safety, students are not permitted any kettles, rice cookers, fridges, egg boilers or other cooking
equipment in their bedrooms. If found in rooms they will be confiscated. A kitchenette is available in the
common area at the AIC Boarding House for students to use at any reasonable time and with reasonable care.
Extra care must be taken with heaters and electrical appliances including hair straighteners, electric blankets etc.

Students are expected to leave their bedrooms with all appliances (heaters, lights, hair appliances) TURNED OFF.

Earthquake:
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In the event of an earthquake, stand or crouch under a door way, or other solid object away from windows. Stay
there until the earthquake has finished.  Follow the instructions of the staff members.
Security
For the safety of all AIC boarding residents and staff, 24-hour security cameras are located on each floor. They
are in operation all the time and record overnight to be checked each morning. Boarding House residents are
kept safe by AIC’s security system and procedures. AIC will not tolerate a boarder who put others at risk through
subverting the security systems or procedures. There are supervisors on call and accessible for all students 24
hours a day.

Security Scanner and Keys
Scanners and Keys allow access only to boarding students in designated areas. They are the responsibility of the
students to look after and students must use only their own scanning device. If scanning device or room keys are
lost or stolen, then the student must pay for their replacement at a cost of $30.00 per scanner and $30.00 per
key.

Gaming
Gaming is not permitted during the hours of 6pm Sunday to 6pm Friday. This is to allow all students to focus
fully on their academic studies. Gaming sites will be blocked however students are expected to be able to
self-regulate and only game between the times stated. Where students cannot self-regulate staff will be able to
confiscate a student’s gaming devices. Parents will be informed and other sanctions may be applied.
 
Computer Access and Security
Internet access is provided for AIC students for the purpose of academic support and contact with families. With
this in mind the following regulations apply.
Wireless access to the internet is available throughout the Boarding House. A phone with free calls to landlines in
Auckland is available on the ground floor in front of the recreation room. Telephone prepaid cards will be
required for mobile phone or national or international calls.

Internet is made available to students for the purpose of using it as learning tools and it is not to be abused.
Examples of abuse and disciplinary action being required may include:
▪ Disclosing your password to others;
▪ Attempting to gain access (hacking) to any system to which you are not entitled or

material owned by another user. CAUTION: Computer hacking will lead to suspension;
▪ Installing software without permission from the ICT Helpdesk, including games;
▪ Accessing pornographic and other objectionable material on the internet;
▪ Sending offensive email;
▪ Publishing, without prior consent, information concerning any other individual or organisation, which

is not otherwise legitimately available to the public.
▪ Acts of Cyberbullying.
▪ Please be reminded that the same rules apply to boarding regarding the AIC Digital Citizenship and
Responsible User Agreement (Form 58) that you signed on arrival to AIC.
▪ No Private modems or device for internet is allowed by students except Y13.

Internet access to the AIC Boarding House is not intended for gaming during week days (including private modem
or AIC wireless.) Exceptions may be granted by the boarding administration team in the holidays.

Acts of abuse in relation to Internet access are not limited to the above items. If in doubt,
please ask the boarding administration team or ICT Helpdesk (during week days) before you
proceed.

Staff have the right to confiscate your electronic device at any time.
Pocket Money and Security Advice
Students are not to leave valuables or large sums of money in their rooms. For security reasons please see the
boarding administration team if you have precious items that require safekeeping.
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Personal insurance is recommended for all students’ personal belongings.
AIC school will help students with banking facilities so that they do not need to hold large sums of cash. Students
should leave valuable jewellery at home.

AIC Boarding House has a security safe for student use.  Access is through the boarding administration team only.

Passports are to be kept in our safe for security.

Mobile (IMIE number) and Laptop (serial number) security information is kept on record at boarding for security
and insurance purposes.
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Visitors
It is important that the building security of the AIC Boarding House is maintained and with that in mind we
outline the regulations for visitors.
All AIC boarding residents are entitled to ask strangers politely for identification, purpose of visit and to alert a
staff member immediately if you are suspicious.

NON-BOARDERS

AIC Boarding House
1.Visitors are welcome at AIC Boarding House and will be received at the main reception where they MUST
SIGN IN and make themselves known to the duty supervisor.
2.Visitors are welcome during the following hours:
Weekdays:    4:20pm – 6:30pm
Weekend (Friday night to Sunday 6.30pm)/Public Holidays:10:00am –12:30pm & 1:30pm – 6:30pm (or at
discretion of Managers).
3.Students should see the duty supervisor concerning visitors and strangers at all times. No visitors
(including AIC day students) are permitted in students bedrooms at any time without the Administration
teams permission.
4.CAS activities must be booked and approved by the college.
5.Tutoring room will be available to students who have booked this space.
6.CAS activities scheduled for after 6.30pm must have special approval from  the admin team.
7. Students who have been expelled from boarding are not able to visit boarding.

Students must not let anyone into boarding grounds unless they are their own guests
and are responsible for the actions of their guests while at boarding.

4.6 Environmental Action
Responsible environmental action is an integral part of all actions in AIC Boarding facilities to lessen the impact of
our actions on our environment. We choose to be aware of the impact of our actions on the world. With that in
mind we aim to ‘Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle’.

AIC takes action to act responsibly within our environment. It is important for all global citizens to be aware of
the limited resources in our world.
Actions:
▪ Recycling all the waste possible from the AIC Boarding House including: glass, metals, plastic, paper

and cardboard, and responsible disposal of electrical equipment
▪ Reducing the use of plastics where possible
▪ Using environmentally non-toxic cleaning products at the correct levels
▪ Water usage – we recommend that student and staff keep showers to two minutes
▪ Power use in student rooms is checked daily – turn heaters/fans and lights off when leaving bedroom

▪ Energy efficient bulbs are used where possible.
▪ Responsible use of dryers – and using drying racks where possible.

AIC boarding staff lead by example, and support student initiatives.
Students are expected to sort and be responsible with their waste.
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5.0 INTERNAL ORGANISATION SYSTEMS

5.1 Study Time System (7.30pm – 10.00pm, Sunday – Thursday)
This system is based on the proof of students' ability to be independent learners and manage their time
effectively and with consideration for balancing needs of health, study and personal time.

 Red Card Orange Card Green Card

Applies to
Whom? Students who are new

Students who have established some
independent learning habits

Students who have proven to be
independent learners

 Students who have lost
privileges from higher levels

e.g. Students who have good effort grades
on AIC Reports and Deans comments and

are focused  on task during study prep

e.g. Students who have good effort
grades on AIC Reports and Deans

comments, are focused and on task
during study prep and have proven
themselves capable at Orange Card

Level
 Students who have yet to

have AIC reports
Students who have lost Green Card

privileges
 

 Students in Red Card prep who are
consistently: on time, organised,

not disruptive to others

 

What are the
regulations?

In study room ONLY Able to use the shared spaces around the
building – dining room,  meeting room,
tutoring room in common rooms with

permission from Supervisor

Able to work in own rooms during study
time

 Supervised, silent prep. Quiet, non-disruptive study Quiet, non-disruptive study

 7:30pm – 10:00pm Study is compulsory between 7:30pm and
10:00pm, but is semi-supervised

Study is compulsory between 7:30pm
and 10:00pm but is self-supervised

  Supervised study Study is compulsory between 7:30pm and
10:00pm, but is semi-supervised

 Study is compulsory between 7:30pm
and 10:00pm but is self-supervised

Orange plus – students who are Year 12
who would like to upgrade to green.

Drop a Level Consistently not turning up to study on time will result in withdrawal of study privileges until proven otherwise
Students who are consistently noisy and disruptive to others, abusing green study privileges.

Gain a Level A combination of the following three criteria:
● AIC Report: The Administration team will assess the effort grades on most recent AIC reports

● Deans Comment: a confirmation from the Deans that achievement academically reflects a concerted and
independent learner

● Supervisor Observations: being on time for prep, being organised and settled throughout prep, being supportive
to other students and not disruptive of learning, keeping room & boarding environment tidy & general good

behavior

No phones during study time - If a student is found using their phone or digital device inappropriately during
study time it will be confiscated

Students must leave the study room tidy i.e.: all rubbish to be taken away and desk to be left tidy.
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5.2 The ‘House’ System
Each student in AIC boarding is allocated to one of the three ‘houses’. The purpose of the ‘House’ system is to
create smaller family units within our large community. The purpose is to provide support and inclusion to all
students regardless of culture and linguistic background. The ‘House’ system gives students a sense of
belonging, a sense of pride and responsibility.

The three ‘Houses’ are Kea, Ruru and Tui.

Fun Activities/Outings
House Leaders are responsible for planning activities. These activities should be based on
group activities such as: sports, games, excursions using public transport, etc. It is a
requirement that when these activities are planned that safety, cost and time are taken into
consideration.

Tui Kea Ruru

5.3 Leadership Roles
There are two House Captains and one Ambassador in each gender, to make a total of 7 four leadership roles.
Students in these roles are appointed by the administration team through an application process and in
consultation with AIC Boarding staff. The appointments are made in December with the positions being held for
one year and reviewed every term.

As a reflection of the seriousness and prestige of these positions, discounts on boarding fees apply to all the
above 6 four leadership roles.  A 10% discount in boarding fees applies to the House Captains.

5.4 Senior Privileges and Changes to Routine
The following are standard year group privileges:

Year 13 Privileges
Admin Team may give Year 13 students the option of continuing to study until midnight, however all the
AIC Boarding House is expected to be a quiet place from 10.30 pm onwards.
Late Leave may be granted for after 9:30pm in exceptional circumstances; approval through the Admin
Team only.
Year 13 students may be granted later ‘Lights Out’ time during exam preparation weeks; approval
through the Admin Team only.
May use the laundry during study-time.
Can study in their rooms only if approved by the accommodation manager and dean.
Peer Support Leadership roles
During exam periods, students can study at boarding and after exams return before 4:20pm.
Able to return ealier than 4.00pm.
Able to stay at boarding in am – if they have free periods.

Year 12 Privileges
Year 12 students may be granted later ‘Lights Out’ time during exam preparation weeks; approval
through the Admin Team only.
Year 12 students are eligible for the leadership positions of House Captains at AIC Boarding House.
Peer Support Leadership training.
During exam periods, students can study at boarding and after exams return before 4:20pm.
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After exams may return to boarding.

Prior to exams
Throughout the year there are different stress times for each year group.  In acknowledgement of this the
routines and regulations are changed to support student success and manage stress.

Any and all changes to routines are approved only when student health and safety is the first priority. The study
habits required for successful IB results are very different from what many students are used to.  Sleep, water,
regular exercise and healthy food are all part of expected student behaviour.

Sleep
It is important to remember during exam time that inadequate amounts of sleep may
affect your learning process.   It is more difficult to think and focus when sleep deprived.

5.5   Boarder of the Week/Term Awards:
Boarder of the week award: receive a study holiday pass times
1.

Boarder of the term award: receives an extra hour out on
late-outs.
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6.0 PROVISIONS FOR LEAVE FROM AIC BOARDING

6.1 Overnight Leave
Overnight Leave:  Forms can be accessed on S: Drive
Submitted before: 6.30pm Wednesday prior to the requested date of leave.
Supporting letters from parents and hosts must be received by Thursday 6:00pm.
Why this must be done: To ensure student safety.

Conditions for an ‘Overnight Stay Pass’ are:
▪ Student must submit a completed form to the boarding administration team by 6.30pm Wednesday prior to

the requested date of leave.
▪ The Overnight Leave Request must be approved and signed by the Youth Support Officer. Student Support

Supervisor
▪ Completed parent form required for an overnight pass and will NOT be granted without it
▪ The host family, parent or relative also needs to provide the completed host form accepting responsibility for

the AIC boarding student during the leave – permission will NOT be granted without it.
▪ The host must be an adult over the age of 25 years old.
▪ When returning to AIC Boarding House, students must first report to the duty supervisor and sign-in.
▪ Students are required to provide adequate and accurate contact information that may be checked while they

are away.
▪ Student must be back by 9.30pm Saturday or 6.30pm 4.00pm Sunday night.

Please Note –
▪ Overnight leave will not be granted to students during the weeknights.
▪ Overnight leave will not be approved if detentions are outstanding, room check has failed and/or student has

current disciplinary action in process.
▪ Students must not e-mail on behalf of parents or guardians/hosts. Parents/hosts/guardians may e-mail

information in their own language and we will organise translation.
▪ Applications MUST be in by Wednesday, 6:30 otherwise your leave may be declined

Parental Permission Needs to: –
1. Be emailed to the Boarding Administration at: aicboardingadmin@aic.ac.nz.
2. Contain the accurate dates of requested leave
3. Contain the accurate time of student departure and arrival from AIC Boarding
4. The full name of the host that your son/daughter is going to stay with
5. The full address of the host your son/daughter is going to stay with
6. Contact phone numbers for emergencies of the host person
7. Received by 6pm Thursday prior to the requested date of leave.

Host Permission needs to: –
1. Be emailed to the Boarding Administration at: aicboardingadmin@aic.ac.nz.
2. Contain the accurate dates of requested leave
3. Contain the accurate time of student departure and arrival from AIC Boarding
4. Clearly state the host adults full name and age
5. Clearly state the host full address
6. Clearly state the contact phone numbers
7. Make a statement about taking responsibility for the health and safety of the student during the stay.
8. Be received by 6pm Thursday prior to the requested date of leave.

Completing the ‘Host and Parent’ forms translated into Chinese, Vietnamese, Japanese and Korean covers all the
required details.

Host must pick up students if reside in Auckland with form completed and ID provided
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Summary sheets of the requested ‘Overnight Leave Form’ will be ready for students to check from Thursday
evening at reception.

6.2 Lateness Leave
All Leave must be requested and forms filled in within the specified time frame. Students
handing forms in after that time will not be granted leave – be organised!

CAS Form (Green)
Submitted before: 9.00pm before the day of the activity (9.00pm Friday before Saturday and Sunday)
Why this must be done: Students may belong to College Clubs that run their activities after the required 6.30pm
curfew. Each boarding student of the CAS Club should fill in a Green CAS Form the day before the activity is
scheduled.  The form also allows students to have dinner kept aside for them if they are going to miss dinner.

To get approval for their late leave their CAS organiser or tutor must send details to:
aicboardingadmin@aic.ac.nz before the CAS activity.

Late Out (Friday, Saturday, the orange card system operates for both days)
Requested a day before or day of leave
Why this must be done: If students know they are going to be late for a special reason a
‘late out’ can be applied for.

Conditions for a ‘Late Out’ are:
▪ Late passes can be granted for Friday or Saturday.
▪ Students must return to the AIC Boarding House before 9:30pm.
▪ If student have lost their late out card $2.00 for replacement.

It is at the discretion of the admin team to approve or refuse late passes and the decision should be regarded as
final. Late passes will not be approved if room check has failed and/or the student has current disciplinary action
in process.

Late out passes will not be granted to students during the weeknights.

No student will be approved for a late pass during exam time unless it is for a private lesson from a tutor.
If you return to boarding after curfew your late pass may be declined next time you ask for one.
Tutoring
▪ Students who wish to apply for late tutoring (i.e. after 6.30pm) need to apply by 6.30pm the day before the

requested tutoring day or 5.00pm on the day of tutoring.
▪ Details (including date, time, place, subject and name and contact details of tutor) must be e-mailed by

parents and tutor to: aicboardingadmin@aic.ac.nz.
▪ Students must be back by 9.30pm.
▪ Students must not e-mail on behalf of parents or tutors. Parents may e-mail information in their own

language and we will organise translation.

Students may not apply for any leave on behalf of others.

6.3 School Holidays
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During school holidays, boarding students may:
▪ Remain in the boarding house when open or;
▪ Live with their parents or;
▪ Request a Designated Caregiver that will be arranged with an approved AIC provider (not available for

Dec/Jan holidays).
▪ Live with an official and approved AIC Designated Caregiver

Holiday Leave Form
▪ AIC Boarding House staff will make it clear to students when to fill in Holiday Leave forms.
▪ Due dates for these forms will be made known well in advance to students and parents.
▪ Students who will be spending part or whole of their holiday with a Designated Caregiver, will need their

parents and the Designated Caregiver to complete a form and email to aicboardingadmin@aic.ac.nz. Forms
can be sent in first languages as AIC will provide interpretation if necessary.
Parents are not required to complete any form if the students are to remain in the boarding or the students
are to spend the holiday with their parents.

▪ Information containing a copy of airline tickets can be sent via e-mail or fax and must contain written
confirmation of travel arrangements: aicboardingadmin@aic.ac.nz or fax: +64 9 828 1172.

▪ Parents must inform AIC Boarding Admin ASAP of any changes to travel departure and/or return times/dates.
▪ Students are encouraged to book their holidays to begin after the school term has ended. Leaving school

prior to the end of the school term can impact on the attendance record of the student.
▪ All holiday arrangements must be approved by AIC Boarding Admin prior to departure.
▪ Students who would like to overnight with a Designated Caregiver can apply for leave as per regular

Overnight Leave procedure.

.

Leaving and Returning Requirements
▪ All students leaving must hand in their keys and scanners. Lost keys/scanners will incur a replacement cost.

($30.00) each.
▪ Students must tidy and clean their rooms as per the ‘check list’ prior to leaving and pass a ‘room check’.

Failure to do so will incur a cleaning fee of $50.00.
▪ It is very important that returning dates are notified early to AIC Boarding House and the College so that we

can welcome our students.

Students Remaining at Boarding
▪ Students remaining at boarding during the holiday break will be provided with clear regulations and

expectations that reflect the more relaxed routines of holidays.
▪ Students staying need to maintain room cleanliness/tidiness during the holiday period.
▪ Activities and outings may be arranged, depending upon demand.
▪ Christmas holiday, boarding is closed so students can’t stay at boarding.

6.4 AIC DESIGNATED CAREGIVERS
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This special arrangement acknowledges that there are some students who have close family relatives who are
prepared to take regular responsibilities for them while the student is staying at boarding.

The Designated Caregivers relationship can be approved once parents have completed the necessary forms and
have had a home visit and undergone police vetting for confirmation of safety.
Enquiries from parents wishing to nominate a Designated Caregivers can be made to the Admissions
Administrator: sduckworth@aic.ac.nz.

The Designated Caregivers take extra responsibility for leave, health care and communication with parents. An
approved Designated Caregivers will be required to undergo an initial home visit and police vetting for all
residents in the household over 18+ for confirmation of welfare and safety.
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7.0 DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES
Past experience shows us that most students are well behaved and respectful. However, a failure to comply with
AIC Boarding expectations and regulations and or behaviour which could bring AIC Boarding or School into
disrepute will result in disciplinary processes being invoked.

It should be clearly noted by students, The AIC Boarding House reserves the right to contact your
parent/guardian at any time that they have concerns over your behaviour or wellbeing at Boarding.
Staff at the AIC Boarding House have the utmost respect for student privacy but where health, safety and
behaviour are concerned it is our duty to keep your parents informed.

AIC Boarding discipline works closely with the College disciplinary process.  Students and parents should be
aware that if a place is withdrawn from a boarder, he/she will also lose his/her place at the College, unless
residing in Auckland with his/her parent. /host family

7.1 The Three Levels
There are three main tiers in the AIC Boarding Disciplinary Process: 1. Major Offences; 2. Medium Offences; and
3 Minor Offences. These will be defined in detail as follows. The boarding expectations and discipline process
applies to all boarders regardless of age.

AIC BOARDING DISCIPLINARY PROCESS

1. Major Offences

A Offence Action Taken
A1: Drugs Student in possession of, or consuming an

illegal substance
A2: Smoking/
Possessing
Cigarettes/
Vaping

Student caught smoking, vaping in/around
AIC Boarding House or in school uniform or
in possession of cigarettes/vaping devices
Vaping is covered in the college ‘Alcohol and
Smoking policy’ and is prohibited at all
times.

Instant referral to AIC Boarding Disciplinary
Committee* – student likely to be expelled
from AIC Boarding and required to reside in
Auckland with their parent. In certain
circumstances referral to AIC Council may
occur which could also result in expulsion
from AIC School.

A3: Drinking /
Possessing
alcohol

Student caught in possession of alcohol or
being under the influence of alcohol
in/around AIC Boarding House or in school
uniform is covered in the college ‘Alcohol
and Smoking Policy’ and is prohibited at all
times.

A4: Stealing Student caught stealing from anyone while
residing at AIC Boarding

A5: Sexual
Harassment/
Physical
Threats/Acts of
Violence

Student is sexually harassing anyone while
residing at AIC Boarding.  Student is
threatening and or violent towards others
while residing at boarding.

Consequences for stealing, possession/use
of drugs, sexual harassment or physical
threats and or acts of violence may involve
referrals to police.

A6: Sexual
Relationships
between
students

Students participating in sexual
relationships while residing at
boarding/homestay residence

A7: Internet
Abuse

Student posting or viewing offensive
material on any digital device.
Student posting material on any internet
site which could bring AIC Boarding or
School into disrepute.
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B Offence First Instance Second Instance
B1: Overnight
Absence

Absence from
Boarding without
approval

Meeting with
Accommodation Manager
and/or Director.
①Written warning with
clear consequence, which
may include any or all of
the following: detentions,
gating, cancellation of
overnight leave.
②Parents notified. Instant referral to AIC Boarding

Disciplinary Committee – student likely
to be expelled from AIC Boarding and
required to reside in Auckland with their
parent.

Consequences for some B offences
may involve referrals to police.

B2: Climbing
over the
gate/fence

Student
entering/leaving
boarding grounds
by climbing over
gate/fence

Meeting with
Accommodation Manager
and/or Director.
①Written warning with
clear consequences,
which may include any or
all of the following:
detentions, gating,
cancellation of overnight
leave.
②Parents notified.

B3: Member of
opposite sex
in bedroom

Student going
into/from/ being in
member of
opposite sexes
bedroom.

Meeting with
Accommodation Manager
and/or Director.
①Written warning with
clear consequences,
which may include any or
all of the following:
detentions, gating,
cancellation of overnight
leave.
②Parents notified.

B4: Bullying
(physical,
verbal,
emotional,
cyber).

Student conducting
repetitive, harmful
and controlling
behaviour over
another/others.

Meeting with
Accommodation Manager
and/or Director.
①Written warning with
clear consequences,
which may include any or
all of the following:
detentions, gating,
cancellation of overnight
leave.
②Parents notified.

C Offence First Instance Second Instance Third Instance
C1:  Persistent
uncooperative
behavior to
others or the
Boarding
community. 1

Continued failure
to comply with
boarding rules
and request from
staff.

Meeting with
Accommodation
Manager and/or
Director.

Strategies arranged
for behaviour
improvement with the
student involved

Verbal warnings for
uncooperative
behaviour will begin at
this stage.

①Written warning with
clear consequences,
which may include any or
all of the following:
detentions, gating,
cancellation of overnight
leave.
②Parents notified.

Follow-up meeting in one
week for progress
discussion.

Decisions on
remaining in AIC
Boarding House or
residing in Auckland
with the student’s
parent to be made
by AIC Boarding
Disciplinary
Committee.
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C2: In another
students
bedroom after
lights out

Student
found/reported in
another students
room after lights
out.

Meeting with
Accommodation
Manager and/or
Director.

Verbal warning
issued.

①Written warning with
clear consequences,
which may include any or
all of the following:
detentions, gating,
cancellation of overnight
leave.
②Parents notified.

Decisions on
remaining in AIC
Boarding House or
residing in Auckland
with the student’s
parent to be made
by AIC Boarding
Disciplinary
Committee.

C3: Student
Hygiene

Continued lack
of personal and
room hygiene
standards

Meeting with
Accommodation
Manager and/or
Director.

Verbal warning
issued.

①Written warning with
clear consequences,
which may include any or
all of the following:
detentions, gating,
cancellation of overnight
leave.
②Parents notified.

Follow-up meeting in one
week for progress
discussion.

Decisions on
remaining in AIC
Boarding House or
residing in Auckland
with the student’s
parent to be made
by AIC Boarding
Disciplinary
Committee.

C4: Boarding
Security

Student
borrowing or
lending student
swipe cards or
any other
behaviour that
threatens the
security of the
boarding school

Meeting with
Accommodation
Manager and/or
Director.

Verbal warning
issued.

①Written warning with
clear consequences,
which may include any or
all of the following:
detentions, gating,
cancellation of overnight
leave.
②Parents notified.

Follow-up meeting in one
week for progress
discussion.

Decisions on
remaining in AIC
Boarding House or
residing in Auckland
with the student’s
parent to be made
by AIC Boarding
Disciplinary
Committee.

C5: CCTV
Tampering

Student caught
on camera
tampering with a
security device
that threatens
the security of
the boarding
school

Meeting with
Accommodation
Manager and/or
Director.

Verbal warning
issued.

①Written warning with
clear consequences,
which may include any or
all of the following:
detentions, gating,
cancellation of overnight
leave.
②Parents notified.

Follow-up meeting in one
week for progress

Decisions on
remaining in AIC
Boarding House or
residing in Auckland
with the student’s
parent to be made
by AIC Boarding
Disciplinary
Committee.

1 AIC Boarding Community relies on student cooperation and clear communication. Students who
persist in uncooperative behavior such as not cleaning room, not coming to study on time and/or not
communicating clearly and respectfully with staff will be disciplined under this category.

* AIC Boarding Disciplinary Committee comprises the Principal, Director and Accommodation Manager.
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2. Medium Offences

A Offence Action Taken
A1: Room
Tidiness

Student has failed
weekly room
check.

A2: Monday
Meetings

Student fails to
attend Monday
Meetings. Any or all of the following: Verbal warning, Detention, No Late Outs,

Cancellation of Overnight Leave, Gated for one weekend.A3: Study Time Student fails to
attend study
time/fails to study
during study time.

A4: Late Outs Student late back
from approved
Late Out Pass

3. Minor Offences

A Offence Action Taken
A1:Signing
Out/In

Student fails to
sign out/in when
going outside
boarding/returning
to boarding for
anything other
than school buses
to and from school

Verbal warning, Strike(see chart below).

A2: Food in
Rooms

Students eating
wet/hot food (ie
noodles) in room

A3: Dining
Area
Cleanliness

Student fails to
clean up their food
mess

A4: Studying Student continues
to be noisy and
disruptive during
study time

AIC BOARDING STRIKE SYSTEM

1st, 2nd 3rd

strikes

4th

Gated
No late outs (only

CAS &tutoring with
correct

documentation)

5th

Verbal warning and
informing Dean

6th+

Written warning and
letter to parents

This chart of discipline is updated daily. This system is designed to be simple for many staff over the
course of a week, to be clear to students about their status and to have the students fully responsible
for their own choice of action.
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Verbal Warning and then Detention type behaviours:
1. Homework left in room at study time.
2. Lack of equipment/preparedness at study time.
3. Inappropriate use of ICT in study (ICT – Information/Communication Technology = laptop, tablet, iPad,

mobile phone etc).
4. Littering/leaving mess in shared boarding areas.
5. Poor behaviour during study – talking persistently, shouting, not on task.
6. Lack of respect towards boarding staff/students.
7. Extreme mess in bedroom.
8. Inappropriate language.
9. Audio equipment distracting others – bedroom or study.
10. Being late to study by 5+ minutes x3 in a row
11. Swearing in any language.
12. Disruptive behaviour after lights out.
13. Speaking language other than English consistently around boarding.
14. Out of bed after lights out.
15. Non attendance at compulsory meetings
16. Not signing out.

Boarder of the Week Award Behaviours:
1. Continuous positive attitude in boarding.
2. Regularly willing to help out at boarding.
3. Good Manners.
4. Initiative shown to enhance the boarding experience.
5. Good attitude.
6. Helpfulness.
7. Impressively clean room/bathroom.
8. Showing respect to staff and students.
9. On task at study.
10. Caring for others/thinking of others.
11. Doing the ‘right’ thing.

7.2 Complaint Procedure for Harassment or Ill Treatment

● Students experiencing harassment are encouraged to make it clear to the person harassing them that their
behaviour is unwelcome and offensive.

● If the behaviour continues, students should discuss their situation with their teacher or appropriate Dean of
Students/Accommodation Manager with a view to laying a formal complaint against the alleged offender.

● When a complaint arises, any inquiry undertaken by the student’s Dean of Students/ Accommodation
Manager will take into account procedural fairness. This means applying the concept of natural justice to the
way in which a complaint is dealt with. This is a critical factor for the person laying the complaint and the
alleged offender.

● In a boarding situation, the Accommodation Manager will consider the circumstances and decide on how
each party should be accommodated while the incident is being investigated.

● A person or persons independent of the parties involved will carry out the investigation.
● Initial inquiry will be held as soon as possible after the complaint.
● Both parties will have a reasonable opportunity to be heard, to answer allegations, and to challenge any

defence offered.
● Any witness statements will be put to both parties.
● Documentary evidence of allegations, defences and denials will be retained and parties given opportunities

to correct records.
● Boarding student records will be kept securely for one year after the students have left boarding.
● Where accounts vary, the investigator will record, giving reasons, a preference for one account over another.
● Progress reports will be given to the complainant about steps taken to deal with the problem.
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● If it is not resolved, the complaint will be referred to the Principal/Director, who will act in consultation with
the Human Rights Commission.

(N.B.: A diagram of the Procedure for both complaints and compliments can be found at the back of this booklet
in Appendix D)
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APPENDICES:

A. Quick Overview of the Organisation of AIC Boarding

Mission: AIC Boarding exists to provide quality care for students enrolled at AIC. The boarding facilities support
the AIC mission to provide students with opportunities for high academic achievement and a place in the global
community as valuable, contributing, responsible members.

Policies: are approved by the AIC Council and govern the regulations and procedures.  All policies are available to
students and parents in the college library or on request.

AIC Staff: are all selected with regard to the NZQA Code of Practice.  Our staff are from various countries and life
experiences, and span a number of generations.

Expectations and Discipline: It must be clearly understood by all boarding students and staff of AIC boarding
facilities that these rules are put in place for all students to abide by, in the interests of health and safety for
everybody.

The defining understanding of AIC Boarding is that:
1. All residents (staff and students) are respectful and inclusive of other people at all times.
2. Care is taken to keep other residents and our environment safe.
3. Responsibility for personal belongings and personal safety is taken seriously.

Rewards and Praise: The purpose of this section is to acknowledge that the majority of our students are
thoughtful and respectful of the AIC regulations, each other and their environment. There are rewards that AIC
students have highlighted as worthy to them and that we make available to them through
this system.

Keeping Safe: AIC takes all care to ensure that students are prepared for any emergency that may arise, and has
a high expectation of personal safety and responsibility.

Environmental Action: Is an integral part of all actions in AIC Boarding facilities to consider the
impact of our actions on our environment. We choose to be aware of the impact of our actions
on the world.  With that in mind we aim to ‘Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle’.

Health: “Prevention is the best medicine”
AIC Boarding House assists students in maintaining high standards of personal hygiene and cleanliness. All

medicines are to be handed into reception upon arrival where they will be recorded and administered by AIC
Boarding staff. Hand sanitiser is kept at the start of the meal collection queue and must be used by all students
prior collecting their meal.

Internet Access: Is provided for AIC students for the purpose of academic support and contact with families.
Students are required to abide by AIC’s internet use policy.

AIC Boarding Facebook Group:
The AIC Boarding House has a closed Facebook group for students and their families.  The intention of this
group is to share boarding life, experiences and is a snap shot of student life when living away from home.
Families and students are invited to join by sending a request to:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/20858349778709/
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Birthday Celebrations:
A Birthday List is maintained on the main Notice Board at the Reception showing all students’ birthdays. Every
two months a birthday cake is also purchased and celebrated. Staff will make extra effort to ensure that the
birthday boy or girl are being acknowledged and celebrated appropriately with their friends.

Security: Personal insurance is recommended for all students’ personal belongings. Insurance can be organised
at school.  Claims can be made with help from boarding staff.

Visitors: It is important that the building security of the AIC Boarding House is maintained. We have clear rules
and regulations for visitors to boarding.

Orientation: Firstly, phone home to let your parents know you have arrived safely. There will be an orientation
programme and you will be assigned a buddy to help you settle in. All staff are here to assist you with anything
you need help with.

Routines: Intended routines are included here, updates are notified to students regularly on notice boards.
Monday Meetings are ‘set in concrete’ and are compulsory for ALL students. Routines are part of all large
families. All the routines are designed with safety and managing a large number of young adults with a small
number of staff.  If you want to know why we have a particular regulation, ask the Administration team.

Meals: are provided for breakfast, lunch and dinner by our catering company. AIC can cater for
special dietary needs including allergies and religious needs. You will need to communicate this
clearly to the Administration team.

Late Leave: Late Leave until 9.30pm can be requested for Friday and Saturday nights. Students can collect an
orange Late out pass from the reception from Thursday night.

Overnight Leave: can be requested and maybe be approved when applied for by the prescribed time, with
accurate information and with supporting emails from parents and hosts. Access the leave forms via the school
server.

Tutors: There are tutoring rooms available for tutors to come to boarding. Outside tutoring can
be requested and will be approved when applied for by the prescribed time, with accurate
information and with all the supporting emails from parents and tutor. All tutors coming on site
must be Police vetted for student safety. Please let staff know who is receiving on-line tutoring

School Holidays: Parents are required to confirm holiday plans in advance for ALL students, for EACH holiday
break. Students are encouraged to book their holidays to begin after the school term has ended. Leaving school
prior to the end of the school term can impact on the attendance record of the student.

Housekeeping: All staff and students take responsibility for the cleanliness and presentation of the AIC Boarding
facilities.  We believe that student rights are balanced with student responsibilities.
AIC Boarding Leadership Roles: There are a total of 6 4 leadership roles for students in AIC
Boarding House. The students are selected through an application process and in
consultation with AIC Boarding staff. The appointments are made in December with the
positions being held for one year

AIC House System: Each student in AIC boarding is allocated to one of the three two ‘houses’. The purpose of the
‘House’ system is to create smaller family units within our large community. The system provides support and
inclusion to all students regardless of culture and linguistic background. The ‘House’ system gives students a
sense of belonging, a sense of pride and responsibility.
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Senior Privileges and Changes to Routine: Students have need for acknowledgement of trust through the
different year groups. At different times of the year exam schedules require changes to routines to allow for best
academic preparation.  All these routine changes are set out clearly in writing and in meetings.

Emergency Contact and Communication: Staff are available on the numbers listed in this
section.

Compliments and Complaints: AIC complaints policy is clearly set out for students, and families. Please keep this
for reference. Compliments are readily accepted via email or in person, and translations can be completed
within AIC support staff.
B.  AIC Policies List
There are various policies that apply to students, parents and staff.  These are as follows and are available upon
request.
▪ Academic Honesty Policy
▪ Accommodation Policy
▪ Admissions Policy
▪ Alcohol and Smoking Policy
▪ Animal Welfare Policy
▪ Assessment Policy
▪ Auckland International College (AIC) Hosting short term international group students
▪ Child Protection Policy
▪ Clean Environment Policy
▪ Complaints Policy
▪ Copyright Policy
▪ Digital Technology Policy
▪ Domestic Violence Policy
▪ Drug Policy
▪ Education Outside the Classroom (EOTC) Policy
▪ Health & Safety Policy
▪ Infectious Diseases Policy
▪ Inclusive Educational Needs Policy
▪ Language Policy
▪ Library Policy
▪ Life Drawing Policy
▪ Personnel Policy
▪ Physical Restraint Policy
▪ Privacy Policy
▪ Policy on Policy Writing
▪ Protected Disclosures Policy
▪ Records and Reporting Policy
▪ Resource Policy
▪ Surrender, Retention and Search Policy
▪ Sexual Education Policy
▪ Staff/Parent Use of Motor Vehicles Policy
▪ Staff Representing AIC Overseas Policy
▪ Student Attendance Policy
▪ Student Management Policy
▪ Student Medication Policy
▪ Student Records Policy
▪ Treaty of Waitangi Policy
▪ University Guidance Application Policy
▪ Vehicle Policy

C.  Information that may help you to fit in your new life in New Zealand/ the boarding house better.
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Let’s start with some useful apps you can download that will be really helpful while you are staying in New
Zealand.
List of the apps:

1 Google Maps
2 Auckland Transport
3 ANZ Go Money/BNZ/ Westpac ( most banks have apps)
4 Spark/Vodafone/2 degrees phone company app
5 Quizlet, Uber, Google classroom, 2Do.

1. Google map. Google map will be one of the most useful apps when you are first move to
New Zealand. It provides you with different routes and detailed information. To be honest, Google map is still
very useful even for people who have lived here for a long time. What’s more, you could still use the route
provided by this app even if you are offline; all you need to do is load the route on the app before you leave a
Wi-Fi zone, then you will be able to access it even without internet.

Here is an example of going to Sky Tower from Boarding:
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2. AT Public Transport. Auckland Public Transport gives details for every scheduled bus
time so you can check when your bus will arrive. Each bus/train stop has an allocated
number which you can use for checking the timetable online.

On the homepage of the app, you can see and choose “Find My Stop” if you know exactly
where your bus/train stop is but don't know its number. Otherwise, if you know your bus/train stop number
you can just simply click “Real Time Board” and enter your bus/train stop number at the top right bar and it
will show you the time your public transport is scheduled and when it is due.

Notice that you have to enter the current bus stop number in the bar or otherwise it will show you the time
board which you entered last time.

3.ANZ goMoney New Zealand. AIC will arrange and open a bank account for you. Normally your
bank account will be ready and you will receive your debit card around 2 weeks after set up. You
can manage your account and easily transfer your money to a friend or others using this app. You
can also apply for a visa debit card (shown below) which allows you to pay online.
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4. Different phone carrier companies in NZ
There are three different large phone carrier companies in New Zealand. They are Spark, Vodafone
and 2 Degrees. All these companies have the same value pack for a $19 phone plan which is the hot
choice for people——100 minutes NZ call time, unlimited NZ texting and 500MB data.

In this section, is a brief summary of what plans these companies provide and you can choose your
favorite company before you go to buy your NZ SIM card. Notice that plans for the company might
change from the time of this publication.  We will try to update this section every term, but please
ask the shop assistant to double check the phone plan when you are there.

4. Vodafone.
Attractive reason: Friday Deals
Vodafone is the top choice for boarding students at the moment. Many boarders either
choose to use this company at the beginning or swap from another company to this
one. The primary reason is they have a Friday Deal which is various cheap deals in

relation to data or calling time. Friday Deal will only last
for one week and will be renewed on Friday. You will
draw your own three deals and choose what you need
from it (you can choose to buy all the three deals if you
want).
Deals you might use: $19 combo(500MB data, 100
minutes calling time, unlimited texts); Friday Deals;

5. 2 Degrees
Attractive reasons: $19 carry over combo, International calls, 12GB data plan
$19 carry over combo allows you to keep the data and calling time which you didn’t use
up in the previous month. You will have 6 months to use this carry over data and calling
time. However, all the data and calling time will be  if you stop renewing this carry over

combo
International calls: $10 per 300 minutes allowed to call to both landline and cell phone.
12GB data pack: $100 for 12 GB valid for 6 months. It is the best deal for a long period without any
conditions.

6. Spark
It gives you 1GB free Wi-Fi connection near any hot spot position (which is hard to find
around school or the boarding house)

D. COMPLIMENTS AND COMPLAINTS
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There are charts* outlining the complaints procedure for all students in every classroom at AIC and in
several key areas in AIC boarding facilities. All compliments and complaints regarding AIC Boarding House
should be directed, in the first instance, to the Accommodation Manager. (*See Boarding Complaints
Procedure next page).
Or use: aicboardingsuggestion@aic.ac.nz

The Complaints Policy (available upon request) outlines the procedure specific to AIC boarding in
Appendix 3.

Boarding Complaints Procedure
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